The Singapore Government has embarked on a project to establish a three-dimensional city model and collaborative data platform for Singapore. The research herein contributes to this endeavour by developing a methodology and algorithms to automate the conversion of Building Information Models (BIM), in the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data format, into CityGML building models, capturing both geometric and semantic information as available in the BIM models, and including exterior as well as interior structures. We adopt a Triple Graph Grammar (TGG) to formally relate IFC and CityGML, both semantically and geometrically, and to transform a building information model, expressed as an IFC object graph, into a city model expressed as a CityGML object graph. The work pipeline includes extending the CityGML data model with an Application Domain Extension (ADE), which allows capturing information from IFC that is relevant in the geospatial context but at the same time not supported by CityGML in its standard form. In this paper, we elaborate on the triple graph grammar approach and the motivation and roadmap for the development of the ADE. While a fully complete and lossless conversion may never be achieved, this paper suggests that both a TGG and an ADE are natural choices for supporting the conversion between IFC and CityGML.
Introduction
The Singapore Government has embarked on a project to establish a three-dimensional city model and collaborative data platform for Singapore. The aim of this Virtual Singapore project is to achieve a 3D digital platform that will "enable users from different sectors to develop sophisticated tools and applications for test-bedding concepts and services, planning and decision-making, and research on technologies to solve emerging and complex challenges for Singapore" [1] . Using both airborne and mobile mapping surveys, the current incarnation of the Virtual Singapore model is as a Level of Detail 2 (LoD2) CityGML model. Current endeavors aim to create a semantically enriched LoD3/4 CityGML model. In this paper, we elaborate on a research project to develop a methodology and algorithms to automate the conversion of Building Information Models (BIM) into CityGML building models, capturing both geometric and semantic information as available in the BIM models, including exterior as well as interior structures such as corridors, rooms, internal doors, and stairs.
We target the conversion of BIM models in the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data format for openBIM, instead of the native BIM models resulting from specific BIM software applications, e.g., Revit and ArchiCAD. While automation from IFC to CityGML has been demonstrated before (e.g., [2] [3] [4] ), mainly for exterior building shells, this research focuses on achieving a mapping for both exterior and interior structures in LoD3/4, informed by potential use cases and aiming to be as complete and lossless as can be reasonably achieved. Specifically, we are working in close collaboration with a few government agencies in Singapore in order to gain an understanding of their intentions and use cases for the converted BIM models, in particular, and Virtual Singapore, in general. From these use cases, we investigate the development of a CityGML Application Domain Extension (ADE) for building models in order to allow for the representation of semantic information beyond what CityGML currently provides for. Although there have been previous attempts to define such an ADE supporting the conversion and storage of CityGML models obtained from IFC [2, 3] , these have limitations with respect to the needs and requirements we are identifying. We also aim to demonstrate and prove the conversion routines on existing BIM models obtained from these agencies, specifically, the Housing and Development Board (HDB), Singapore's public housing authority, and the JTC Corporation (JTC), Singapore's lead planner and developer of industrial sites. Both have adopted some quality assurance guidelines with respect to the development of BIM models which, on the one hand, should facilitate the automated conversion process and, on the other hand, provide insights into the limitations of such guidelines with respect to this automation process and the impact of different guidelines and practices on how buildings and their indoor structures are modelled. In principle, we target the conversion of BIM models in the IFC data format, instead of the native BIM models as available from HDB and JTC. Nevertheless, we recognize that there is some advantage in starting from native BIM models and controlling, to some extent, the export of these models to IFC. Specifically, we are investigating BIM requirements and export configurations that result in high-quality IFC4 models from these native BIM models. Finally, we have adopted triple graph grammars as a methodology and technique to flexibly and iteratively develop the rules and algorithms for conversion in order to improve the degree of automation and completeness of the mapping process.
Overall, the project considers three main components: the export from native BIM to IFC, the automated conversion from IFC to CityGML, and the specification of an ADE to enrich the CityGML format in the context of Virtual Singapore ( Figure 1 ). The research and development process takes two parallel approaches (Figure 2 ). On the one hand, from use cases identified in collaboration with government agencies in Singapore, we identify minimal requirements for the representation of the building model in CityGML and the specification of the ADE. Requirements with respect to the CityGML model are consequently translated into data requirements for the IFC model. These in turn translate into data requirements for the native BIM models. On the other hand, based on the data requirements for the native BIM models, we identify manual steps that need to be taken to ensure a given BIM model meets these requirements. We also determine filtering and export methods that assure a valid IFC model that meets most if not all the data requirements imposed on the IFC model. Next, the triple graph grammar approach is applied to automatically convert the IFC model into a CityGML building model. The result is then demonstrated to our collaborators in order to gain feedback and improve upon the processes where necessary. In this paper, we focus on the triple graph grammar approach for the conversion from IFC to CityGML and the development of an ADE to extend the CityGML data model (CityGML is a topographic format meaning that the conversion from IFC entails loss of information that might be useful in the geospatial world). In doing so, we reflect on the notion of a complete and near-lossless mapping from BIM to CityGML in light of varying use cases. 
State of the Art: IFC → CityGML Conversion
There is a large number of papers published on the integration of BIM and GIS, a topical subject in the field in the past decade [5] . However, not all researchers deal with the conversion of data from IFC to CityGML (e.g., they employ other formats, integrate both worlds in a unified model [6] or through queries over the shared spatial context [7] ). We have identified a set of 17 publications dealing with the conversion from BIM to GIS [2] [3] [4] 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Out of these 17, the predominant majority (14) employs CityGML. The prevalence of CityGML on the GIS side of the pipeline is not surprising, as the comprehensive review on BIM ↔ GIS integration by Liu et al. [5] suggests that CityGML is the flagship 3D GIS format when converting from IFC. A few papers are summarised in the continuation of this section. Donkers et al. [4] developed an open source solution for conversion from IFC to CityGML and demonstrate the automatic generation of valid and semantically rich CityGML LoD3 building models. The conversion is output-driven insofar that it constructs a proper CityGML model using only the information that is needed for a successful conversion, rather than input-driven, considering what IFC information is available for conversion into a CityGML model. Specifically, Donkers et al. [4] elaborate an IFC to CityGML LoD3 transformation in three stages. In the first stage, relevant building elements are extracted using semantic filtering. In the second stage, a volumetric representation of the complete building is generated through geometric transformation using Boolean and morphological operations like dilation and erosion. In the third stage, a refinement process is applied to guarantee the compliance with ISO 19107:2003. The process is focused on LoD3 with an outlook to LoD4.
Deng et al. [3] present a method for automatic data mapping between IFC and CityGML. Mapping rules are established using an instance-based method based on matching comparable components. A notable feature of the work is the generation of CityGML data in multiple LoDs, which is useful for some applications whose performance may be compromised by a high LoD [23] . Furthermore, the researchers develop a CityGML Application Domain Extension (ADE) in order to preserve the semantic information from IFC that cannot be stored in CityGML in a native way.
Several studies [9, 14, 24] have emphasized that a formal framework for strict semantic and geometric conversion is required for a complete integration of CityGML and IFC-BIM. While it is possible to semi-automate part of the semantic mapping between IFC and CityGML itself, for example, using linguistic and text-mining techniques [25] , only a manual method of semantic mapping can guarantee accuracy. We consider a formal framework based on Triple Graph Grammars that can support a variety of use cases through varying rule sets.
A Triple Graph Grammar Approach
In this section we first introduce Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs), second illustrate the TGG approach in context of integrated building (IFC) and city (CityGML) models with an example. Third we describe how we operationalise the TGG approach for the conversion from IFC to CityGML. We then show our current progress in developing TGG rule sets, the implementation of a rule-based conversion tool and the application to sample data. Finally we discuss the advantages and limitations of the approach.
TGG Introduction, Formal Concepts and Related Work
Triple graph grammars were first introduced by Andy Schürr in 1995 [26] as a formalism to specify correlations between graph-like data structures and to integrate and transform these potentially disparate structures based on their correlations. Since many software concepts can be expressed as graphs, graphs lend themselves naturally to the application in Computer-aided software engineering (CASE), representing, for instance, entity relationship (ER) models, structure charts, control flow diagrams, or decision trees.
In the context of model-driven engineering focusing on domain models and object-oriented software development, the graphs are to represent meta and instance models. Integration and transformation then pertain to different domain models (here IFC and CityGML), and the basic graph model is to be extended to a typed graph structure in order to represent the type and object graphs, e.g., as proposed by Bardohl et al. [27] . Grammars describe how to form strings of a formal language with production rules, whereas graph grammars adapt this idea for graphs. A graph grammar thus consists of a start graph and a set of production rules which are applied successively to transform the graph. For triple graph grammars, these rules operate on a triad of graphs: two graphs of different type and a third graph that correlates the first two graphs.
The TGG approach has been successfully applied in an engineering context to convert tunnel excavation simulation models from SysML to AnyLogic [28] although the researchers did not follow up the conversion approach after their first experiment [29] . Amelunxen et al. [30] suggest to use graph transformations to check and enforce MATLAB Simulink modelling guidelines as applied in the automotive industry. They consider a modified TGG version (VTGG) to keep the model and its logical views consistent [31] . Aschenbrenner and Geiger [32] developed TGG rules to convert Filmbox (FBX, a proprietary Autodesk format for 3D animation software) files to OpenSceneGraph (OSG).
Ehrig [33] have applied their algebraic approach to graph transformation [34] in the context of model transformations, first using single type and instance graphs that span both the source and target graph, as well as potentially the correlation graph [33] . Later, they have shown that the same principles apply to triple graph grammars because these can be flattened into equivalent single graph transformation systems [35] .
The Object Modelling Group (OMG) promotes model-driven architectures (MDA) where software systems are specified as platform-independent models (independent of operating systems, programming languages, etc.). Model transformation plays a crucial role in this approach, mainly for transformation into platform-specific models. After a request for proposals in 2002, which received eight submissions, a language for Query/Views/Transformations (QVT) was adopted in 2005. This motivated the development, research, survey, and comparison of various model transformation approaches including QVT and graph transformations [36] . Many have pointed out that graph transformations and the adopted QVT-core specification are very similar [37] and can be mapped into each other [38] . Schürr and Klar [39] claim that "the fundamental ideas of TGGs have even been adopted by the OMG in their model transformation language standard QVT".
Application of the TGG Approach in Context of the IFC2CityGML Conversion
In our research, we adopt triple graph grammars to formally relate IFC and CityGML, both semantically and geometrically, and to transform a building information model, expressed as an IFC object graph, into a city model expressed as a CityGML object graph. Figure 3 shows an example of such a triad of graphs comprising an IFC object graph (left), a CityGML object graph (right), and a correlation graph (center). Note that, strictly speaking, if the correlation graph would be an independent graph, it could not consist of edges only, but would contain additional nodes with bijective relations to the connected IFC-and CityGML nodes. Here, we omit these nodes for clarity. This example triple graph represents just a simple instance of a building project and a corresponding city model with their spatial structure as consisting of two buildings and each building containing one or two storeys. Objects of the IFC and CityGML models constitute graph nodes and are depicted as rectangles, associations or relationships between objects constitute graph edges and are depicted as lines. In order to distinguish the three graphs, we are employing different edge styles:
•
The directed edges of the IFC graph have circle end marks, inspired by Express-G [40] . Note that Express-G is used to document the IFC schema and there is no dedicated graphical representation for instance graphs, thus we are using the schema notation.
The directed edges of the CityGML graph have arrow end marks, same as associations in UML class and object diagrams [41] .
The undirected edges of the correlation graph are represented as dashed lines without arrow end marks.
The representation further melts the IFC and CityGML instance graphs with the respective type graphs. Each node and edge is annotated with the name of its type. This visual notation and the graph model behind typed graph transformation rules has been described in detail for the IFC part [42] and applies similarly to the CityGML graph.
We now introduce a grammar to generate this triple graph. The three rules that comprise this grammar are shown in Figure 4 . The initial graph is empty. Rule A creates the root nodes of the hierarchical spatial structures on the IFC and CityGML side and their mutual correlation. Rule B creates a building and Rule C creates a storey in both the IFC and the CityGML graph simultaneously as well as the correlation, including all relevant nodes and edges for all three graphs. The production rules are depicted as integrated diagrams with the left-and right-hand side of the rule embedded. The left-hand side graph of a rule represents a part of the graph before the application of the rule, namely, what to match during application. The right-hand side represents the same part of the graph after the application of the rule, that is, the replacement. An integrated diagram shows both left-and right-hand side graphs in combination. There is a graphical differentiation between elements that are in both graphs (preserved elements), those only in the left-hand side graph (deleted elements) and those only in the right-hand side graph (created elements). This is a common representation adapted for example in the Graph Transformation Exchange Language GTXL [43] . Some specific productions cannot be accommodated by this representation, but it is sufficient for our purpose. We use grey scales and symbolic annotations to differentiate existing and created nodes and edges in the rule diagram: existing/preserved nodes have middle-grey background and created ones have dark-grey background. "Plus" annotations additionally signify creation. Deleted nodes would receive a light-grey background, with "minus" annotations signifying deletion, but the rule examples in Figure 4 (and below) do not involve the deletion of nodes.
The triple graph from Figure 3 can be derived by first applying rule a to the empty initial graph, then two times rule B with the same match, the initial IfcProject ↔ CityGML pair. Rule C is then applied three times: two times using the same match of the first building and one time with the second building. By applying the rules in different repetition and order, a potentially infinite number of consistent IFC-CityGML triple graphs similar to the example can be generated. This set is the language described by the grammar. By adding rules we can eventually maximise the part of the IFC and CityGML schema that we cover.
At this point, there are no denominated source and target graphs. The triple graph rules involves all three graphs, both in the matching, as specified by the left-hand side of a rule, and in the replacement, as specified by the right-hand side. As a consequence, also additions (and deletions) can occur in all three graphs. Typically, triple graph grammars are limited to monotonous or additive productions which do not delete any nodes or edges. Allowing for deletions would add flexibility because intermediate temporary objects would be possible, but it would complicate the formal model.
A triple graph grammar that formally relates two typed object graphs, can be operationalised in different ways [44] :
1. to transform a model of one type into the another, 2. to compute the correspondence between two existing models, or 3. to maintain the consistency between models of the respective types.
We are mainly interested in the transformation Case (1).
In the original TGG paper, Schürr [26] speaks of a forward (LR) transformation, if the source (or input) graph is located on the left side of the graph triple and the target (or output) graph on the right side. Similarly, for a backward (RL) transformation, the source graph is on the right and the target graph on the left. However, both directions are treated equally and there is no precedence involved. To avoid confusion with the left-and right-hand side of a production or transformation rule, we will use the terms source and target or the names of the concrete model types we are dealing with-IFC and CityGML-instead.
For the transformation case, the TGG production rules have to be converted into operational transformation rules. A given IFC graph with empty correlation and CityGML graphs constitutes the start triple. This single graph is then extended into a full consistent graph triple by applying the operational rules and thus populating the CityGML and correlation graph. Schürr [26] has shown that such one-way transformation rules can be derived from the triple graph grammar rules by splitting them into (1) a source-local part that does not involve the target and correlation graph and (2) a source-to-target part that leaves the source graph unchanged. Figure 5 shows an example of such a split: Rule B from the example IFC ↔ CityGML grammar in Figure 4 is divided into two rules: an IFC-local rule B' which is restricted to the IFC graph and an IFC → CityGML transformation rule B" which does not change the IFC graph. Applying the two rules B' and B" sequentially yields the same result as applying the original rule B. Informally speaking, this split factors out exactly those parts from the simultaneous triple graph generating rules that build the IFC graph. These parts of the rules are not necessarily needed for the transformation because we already start with a given IFC graph. However, these IFC-local rules constitute a grammar to build all potential source graphs. This grammar can be used to parse the start graph and thus determine the application order of the associated transformation rules.
The two sides of a rule (left-and right-hand) must be carefully distinguished from the two sides of the triple graph (source and target) since the left-and right-hand side of a rule do not directly correspond to the source and target graph. As can be seen from Figure 5 , even for a forward transformation where we conceive of the IFC graph as the source and the CityGML graph as the target, the left-hand-side of the transformation rule, consisting of deleted and preserved graph elements, may include nodes and/or edges from all three graphs. The creation of nodes and edges is however limited to the target graph and the correlation graph, by definition of the splitting operation.
Direct Specification of Parsing and Transformation Rules for IFC → CityGML Conversion
Currently, we are only interested in a one-directional IFC → CityGML transformation system, with IFC as the source and CityGML as the target metamodel. Therefore, for the implementation of the actual transformation we specify the forward transformation rules directly instead of deducing them from triple graph rules which create all three graphs simultaneously. This short-cut method sacrifices the possibility of flexible bi-directional transformation and synchronization in favour of a straight-forward implementation for just a uni-directional transformation. We presume that the rules can be easily converted to general triple graph grammar rules and thus we could generalize the rule sets for bi-directional transformation and synchronisation.
Recall the example in Figure 5 with the IFC-local rule B' and the IFC → CityGML rule B". We now directly specify the IFC → CityGML role and use this to guide the traversal of the IFC graph, the generation of the corresponding CityGML nodes and edges, as well as their embedding within the CityGML object graph created earlier in the transformation process.
To enable this, we pose further constraints on the transformation rules. Each transformation rule consists of three sets of nodes and four sets of edges: the existing IFC nodes N IFC , the existing GML nodes N GML , the created GML nodes N + GML , the existing IFC edges E IFC , the existing correlation graph edges E CON , the created correlation graph edges E + CON , the existing GML edges E GML and the created GML edges E + GML . The following constraints apply:
1.
There are only two correlation graph edges, one in the set E CON and one in the set E + CON .
2.
The edge e ∈ E CON connects nodes n 1 ∈ E IFC and n 2 ∈ E GML . 3.
The edge e ∈ E + CON connects nodes n 3 ∈ E IFC and n 4 ∈ E + GML . 4. a path exists (taking edges as undirected) from n 1 to n 3 via edges in E IFC and nodes in N IFC . 5. a path exists (taking edges as undirected) from n 2 to n 4 via edges in E + GML and nodes in N + GML .
The example from Figure 5 fulfils these requirements with n 1 = i f c1, n 2 = gml1, n 3 = i f c3, and n 4 = gml2.
Another conforming example is shown in Figure 6 . This rule identifies an interior wall surface within the IFC graph and creates and embeds a corresponding node in the CityGML graph: an interior wall surface within IFC is first identified as an internal, physical space boundary that relates to a wall and a space and has a connection surface geometry. It is the latter that is then transformed into an interior wall surface node in the CityGML graph; both are related through a correlation edge. Finally, the created wall surface node is connected to the existing room in the GML graph which corresponds to the related space in the IFC graph identified in the beginning.
Given that these requirements are fulfilled for a transformation rule, we do not need to explicitly specify a corresponding IFC-local rule for parsing. Instead of the graph parsing, we can apply the transformation rules directly in a predefined application order as follows. We use the pair (n 1 , n 2 ) as an entry point, follow the path to n 3 in the IFC graph and identify all possible matches of the IFC part of the left-hand side of the rule. For each match we create a corresponding node n 4 and attach it to n 2 by creating the required edges and intermediate GML nodes as specified by the rule's right-hand side. Depending on the number of matches, this application generates zero or more pairs of an existing IFC node and a newly created and correlated GML node. These pairs form the entry points for the application of subsequent rules.
This simplifies the specification of the rules and the implementation process of a first generic transformation algorithm. We might relax these constraints and adjust the transformation algorithm if the need arises in the process developing the specific IFC → CityGML transformation rules. Though this approach obviously limits the applicability of these rules to a recursive, hierarchical development, it allows for a straightforward generation of conversion routines from this mapping, and it can easily be extended to include other rule types and rule application strategies. 
Implementation of Rule-Based Conversion, Rule Set Specification and Application to Sample Data
In a first prototype the conversion was implemented in an imperative way, but already broken into rule-like transformation pieces that can be reused and recombined. In ongoing work we are now changing the implementation to consume graph transformation rules specified in a declarative style.
In parallel we are developing concrete rule sets using a custom domain-specific language (DSL) and rule management platform and repository. A first rule set transforms IFC building elements with their solid geometry straight into semantically classified CityGML surfaces. Other rule sets employ the boundary surfaces in IFC to populate semantic surfaces in CityGML or extract LOD0 floor plans from IFC [45] . Most rule sets replicate the building structure of storeys in CityGML to embed the converted features. Initially the rule sets cover only walls, slabs, and rooms. We intend to successively add more details such as openings.
Before we conduct case studies with real-world data, we test and verify the conversion process on controlled input data. For this, we use (a) the IFC export of the advanced Revit tutorial model, an office building and (b) a handcrafted IFC file of a two-storey residential building that we continuously update according to our progress in rule development. Figure 7 shows conversion results for both data sets, including spaces as well as walls, slabs and roofs. 
Advantages and Limitations of the Approach
First of all, graph representations provide a solid foundation for formal investigations regarding correctness and completeness of a transformation system. The use of a triple graph grammar allows us to develop the formal mapping from IFC to CityGML incrementally. We can develop different configurations (as rule sets) for different IFC versions or IFC profiles, e.g., specific to a particular MVD or exporting native BIM software, for different CityGML versions, ADEs, and use cases.
From a given set of transformation rules we can extract the IFC-local parts and use these as requirements for IFC source graphs. This allows preliminary checks of whether a given IFC input will yield a result in the conversion to CityGML or it lacks essential content with regard to this specific set of rules. Thus we gain insight in the extent to which an IFC file conforms to the rule set. We could also deduce the requirements as MVDs from the IFC subgraph templates.
Oppositely, we can also check to what extent a rule set is able to cover a given IFC file and thus identify gaps in the rule set. To this end we mark all nodes and edges in the IFC source graph that are matched by any transformation rule. Non-matched nodes and edges indicate blind spots in the rule set with regard to a complete conversion. We can also generate metrics such as percentage of covered nodes and edges.
By converting the operational rules to general triple graph grammar rules the rule sets could be generalised and used for bi-directional transformation and synchronisation of IFC and CityGML graphs. Another advantage of the triple graph grammar approach is that while the rules can be expressed graphically, these can be automatically translated into software routines to perform the actual transformation or used as input from a generic algorithm. At the same time the method constitutes an additional abstraction layer which complicates implementation.
The current transformation rule application mechanism is limited to a hierarchical development. This seems however appropriate for the conversion into an XML-based, inherently hierarchical data model. Further, this limitation might even turn out to be less restrictive, since the correspondence graph is required to be bijective and we include IFC inverse attributes. This way the traversal of the IFC graph can happen freely, not necessarily following the direction of the IFC edges. Rules may not necessarily create new CityGML nodes to preserve correspondence bijectivity and instead just create new edges for existing CityGML nodes, thus digressing from the tree structure. More detailed investigations are necessary.
We also realized that the current approach does not easily accommodate recursive rule applications, such as aggregations with multiple levels.
Development of an ADE

Overview and Related Work
As it is clear from the introduction of this paper, CityGML and IFC are inherently substantially different formats that are designed for different uses. There is a large disparity between them in terms of object types, scale, resolution, geometry, attributes, and relationships. It then comes with no surprise that the CityGML data model does not support storing all information from its architectural counterpart [12] , preventing the preservation of potentially valuable information during the conversion.
Therefore, it would be beneficial to take advantage of the Application Domain Extension (ADE), a native mechanism of CityGML to extend its data model supporting specific purposes, such as enhancing its usability for particular applications such as energy estimations, transportation simulations, and harmonisation of national geographic data information models [46, 47] .
The principal functionality of the CityGML ADE concept is defining new feature classes and attributes. An example is the definition of the attribute on the cooling system of a building, a piece of information that is not possible to store in CityGML by default, potentially being useful in energy modelling applications [48] . Given the fact that the application of 3D city models is growing and encompasses a variety of application domains and software packages [49, 50] , ADEs are becoming more relevant in supplementing information to CityGML. For more technical details on the ADE concept, the reader is referred to publications [46, 47, 51] .
Therefore, employing the ADE concept in the frame of our project would allow capturing information from IFC that might be relevant in the geospatial context, but at the same time is not supported by CityGML in its standard form. However, a surprisingly small number of the projects cited in Section 2 appear to engage ADEs. Out of the cited 14 papers on IFC → CityGML conversion, only four include the development of the ADE mechanism [2, 3, 13, 18] , each with its own particularities. For example, de Laat and van Berlo [2] identify a subset of 10% features in IFC deeming them relevant for the geospatial stakeholders, while Deng et al. [3] give special attention to the structural properties found in IFC and to the LoD of the output CityGML models.
The low rate of use of ADEs in this theatre can be explained by the fact that most related research efforts are not concerned with achieving a complete and near-lossless transformation of information from IFC to CityGML. They merely strive to preserve the set of features that are essential in the CityGML context, and to run geospatial analyses in which extra information provided by IFC is redundant and may even be considered detrimental. The latter observation is deduced from the work of Deng et al., who establish a method for the conversion of IFC to CityGML, resulting in datasets in a LoD lower than LoD4 [3, 23] .
Even though there is only a handful of ADEs developed to foster the conversion of IFC to CityGML, they provide some potentially useful observations. For example, de Laat and van Berlo [2] point out that only a fraction of IFC features is relevant for the geospatial context, and the authors give a list of those they deem matching that criteria. Such information may be useful in developing an own ADE, since one of the first steps would be the identification of the features that ought to be preserved in the conversion.
Arguments for an ADE and Shortcomings
While the motivation to employ ADE in this project is obvious from Section 4.1, this section continues arguing why an ADE is necessary. Specifically, some of the benefits of ADE in the context of the BIM ↔ GIS interoperability are that:
1.
It is the preferred method of extending the CityGML data model (the other one being the Generics mechanism, which allows generic attributes and objects, but is not without shortcomings [46] ); 2.
Thanks to the flexible extension of the data model, ADE allows for a (in practice) nearly lossless and strict conversion from IFC to CityGML; 3.
ADE supports overcoming the lower structural level than IFC, enabling introduction of new concepts not available in CityGML; and 4.
ADE enables storing only the data we are interested in for particular use cases and stakeholders (i.e., it allows being "selectively strict and lossless").
For these reasons, it appears that it is beneficial to work in the direction of employing an ADE to support the conversion. Therefore, it is no surprise that the ADE mechanism has already been used for this purpose (Section 4.1). However, we aim for developing a new ADE to tailor it for the project.
Following the description of advantages, it should also be noted that ADE does not solve all challenges. As argued by different research groups [2, 18] , the introduction of an ADE only partially mitigates different issues encountered during the conversion, because CityGML cannot capture all the information from IFC. Hence a fully strict and lossless conversion may never be achieved even with a intricate ADE. However, CityGML was never intended to substitute IFC, and in the geospatial context only a subset of IFC is relevant. Therefore, this limitation should not in practice affect much use cases and other aspects.
Other disadvantages of developing an ADE for this purpose are the ones generic that apply to all ADEs such as the fact that the development of an own ADE entails working on software support as well, and an ADE adds an additional layer of complexity to the CityGML data model [46] .
Towards an ADE for IFC within This Project
There are two general approaches of developing an ADE:
• Doing so from scratch developing a "brand new" ADE.
•
Modifying and/or extending an existing ADE (see for example the work of Kumar et al. [52] demonstrating that it is possible to customise an existing ADE to match particularities of a national context). Since ADEs are released as UML/XSD they can be further customised/extended and improved by others.
Even though there is existing related work about developing an ADE for fostering interoperability with IFC (Section 4.1), as mentioned in the previous section, it might be beneficial to develop an own ADE for overcoming the aforementioned drawbacks, primarily:
• Obsolescence: related work (such as the GeoBIM extension as one of the most prominent works in this field was published in 2011 [2] ) might not be up-to-date anymore.
• Conditioning for CityGML 3.0: while the new version of the standard will probably not affect the ADE concept found in CityGML 2.0 [46] , there may be changes that should be taken into account, such as the new LoD concept [53] .
• Adapting to the Singapore context: development of a new ADE is not only beneficial to suit various geographical and architectural properties, but also to match properties of input IFC models that are specific to Singapore Government agencies.
• Fitting use cases: adaptation for use cases of interest to the project stakeholders. For example, the use case on planning vegetating roof surfaces (i.e., green roofs) would require information on the current status of the roofs.
In general, the following steps are foreseen when developing an ADE for the purpose of the project:
1. Identification of the relevant features and concepts to be translated from IFC to suit the geospatial context (see [2] for inspiration).
2.
Harmonisation with the local context (e.g., taking into account the local architecture and other aspects particular to a given geographic setting).
3.
Harmonisation with the national standardisation efforts (e.g., include attributes found in official standards).
4.
Identification of features relevant for a particular use case and stakeholder.
In the context of our current project discussions, two possibilities and approaches are identified:
• Developing a single all-in ADE that is generic and applicable to a variety of use cases (similar to [2] ).
• Developing custom (tailored) ADEs for each stakeholder that would focus on only one stakeholder and one use case at a time, e.g., one that suits the energy use case. This is not an entirely new idea, as some researchers develop such "mini-ADEs" or "light-ADEs" [54, 55] , which are specialised focusing on a narrow subject.
A simplified excerpt of the preliminary version of the ongoing work on the ADE is given in Figure 8 . The ADE extends the CityGML notion of a building with additional properties, such as the information on the parking facilities associated to a building. Some of these properties are specific to Singapore, for example the typology of buildings. Such an enrichment of the data model may benefit the usability of the data in certain applications, e.g., pertaining to the local geographical context.
Discussion and Conclusions
As can be gathered from previous work on IFC → CityGML conversion, the difficulty is not so much in the automation, but in achieving a complete and near-lossless mapping between an IFC building model and the corresponding CityGML model (including interior structures). This is especially so in the light of variations in BIM models as developed with different BIM software applications and by different users and practices, and in the light of future requirements on a semantically enriched 3D city (CityGML) model, for example to export information to other formats and applications. Our approach is threefold.
Firstly, we are holding discovery sessions with collaborators and stakeholders in order to identify relevant use cases that provide insight into which information should be included in the mapping and, thus, when the CityGML model may be considered "complete". For example, while a complete breakdown of the material composition of a physical building element is beyond any requirement, various properties that reflect on this material composition or its finishing layer, such as its thermal value, transparency, reflectiveness or roughness value, may be required for specific use cases.
Secondly, we will develop one or more ADEs in order to support the capturing of such information into CityGML, where its standard form does not support this. Specifically, this paper suggests that ADE is a natural choice for supporting the conversion between IFC and CityGML. In fact, ADEs have been previously developed for that purpose. In spite of existing solutions, developing an own ADE tailored for this project is viable and recommended, as discussed in Section 4.2. While all the information from IFC may never be fully stored in CityGML [56] , ADE provides a good approach to diminish the loss of information that the conversion to CityGML entails, and supporting applications of stakeholders.
Thirdly, we adopt triple graph grammars as part of a formal framework for strict semantic and geometric conversion. Specifically, we develop a triple graph grammar to formally relate and transform a building information model, expressed as an IFC object graph, into a city model, expressed as a CityGML object graph, and to transform a model of one type into another. Rather than specifying triple graph rules creating all three graphs, the IFC object graph, the CityGML object graph and the correlation graph, simultaneously, instead we specify the forward transformation rules directly and extract the IFC-local rule parts and use these as requirements for IFC source graphs. This allows to conduct preliminary checks of whether a given IFC input will yield a result in the conversion to CityGML but also to what extent a rule set is able to cover a given IFC file and thus how complete the conversion is. An additional advantage of the triple graph grammar approach is that it allows an incremental approach to the development of the formal mapping.
The combination of these three approaches provides us with the means to define and achieve, in tandem, a complete and near-lossless conversion from IFC to CityGML. However, the definition of complete and near-lossless remains dependent on the specific use case considered. For this reason, we consider the development of a variety of rule sets, possibly selected and extracted from a single all-encompassing rule repository, to address different use cases. However, we have not determined yet whether varying rule sets for varying use cases would be aided by considering multiple smaller, complementary ADEs instead of a single ADE that addresses all use cases considered. Further research and development is required on the TGG rule set and the ADE, with respect to both different BIM models and practices, and different use cases, to further detail the selected conversion approach and demonstrate its applicability in practice. 
